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National Boating Education Standards Panel
Minutes – November 17, 2020 - Recessed
Continued – November 23, 2020 – Recessed
Continued - December 8, 2020 - Adjourned
Teleconference Meeting
These minutes are the official record of the National Boating Education Standards Panel (ESP) meeting. The minutes are
prepared by National Association of State Boating Law Administrators (NASBLA) staff and are provided to both the ESP
members and those on the EZ-ESP mailing list. The minutes reflect the panel’s actions on any comments submitted for its
consideration, and reflect the general discussion of other ESP actions based on official motions made at the panel meeting.
All discussion, materials, and data are considered proprietary to ESP and NASBLA, and are not appropriate for public use.
Written consent must be obtained from NASBLA before the minutes are used outside the scope of panel activity.
The meeting minutes serve as notification of the disposition of any and all comments submitted through the call for proposed
revisions, call for comments, comments, consensus ballot, and public review periods. An effort to resolve all rejected/negative
comments will be made. A “resolved” comment is a negative vote cast by a member of the consensus body or a comment
submitted as a result of public review where the negative voter agrees to change his/her vote or the negative commenter
accepts the proposed resolution of his/her comment. An “unresolved” comment is either (a) a negative vote submitted by a
consensus body member or (b) written comments, submitted by a person during public review expressing disagreement with
some or all of the proposed standard, that have not been satisfied and/or withdrawn after having been addressed according
to the developer’s approved procedures. If the Panel does not hear from the public review commenter within 15 days of
notification of their unresolved comment, that comment will be considered resolved. Any negative comment not resolved or
withdrawn will be considered an unresolved objection and will be recirculated for panel consideration. Any change of vote by
a panel member must be substantiated in writing. If resolution is not achieved, the commenter has a right to appeal per the
process outlined in the National Boating Education Standards Panel Rules (latest version). Please contact NASBLA staff
(esp@nasbla.org) for further details.

The National Boating Education Standards Panel (hereafter referred to as the “panel”) convened its
teleconference meeting on Tuesday, November 17, 2020 at 11:00 AM Eastern Time. The meeting was
recessed and the meeting Part 1 audio files were posted on Basecamp on November 20, 2020. The
meeting reconvened on Monday, November 23, 2020 at 11:00 AM Eastern Time. The meeting was
recessed and the meeting Part 2 audio files were posted on Basecamp on November 23, 2020. The
meeting reconvened on Tuesday, December 8, 2020 at 11:00 AM Eastern Time. The meeting Part 3
audio files were posted on Basecamp on December 8, 2020. These files will be retained on Basecamp at
least until the panel reviews, corrects as necessary, and approves these written minutes.

Meeting Roster
Panel members present – Part 1 session (Nov. 17, 2020): Jeff Wheeler, Chair (presiding) Amanda Perez
(V. Chair), Walt Taylor, Carolyn Belmore, Eric Lundin, Bob Brandenstein, Edward Cossette, Ernie Lentz,
Paul Alber, Charles Hayes, Joe McCullough, Kelli Toth, and Charles Hayes. Bob Beck, Edward Cossette,
Josh Underwood. Panel members absent: Tim Spice, Kelli Toth. NASBLA staff: Pamela Dillon. Guests:
Tom Dardis – USCG, Mark Chanski, NASBLA, Alex Otte - NASBLA.
Panel members present – Part 2 session (conducted Nov. 23, 2020): Amanda Perez, V. Chair
(presiding), Walt Taylor, Eric Lundin, Tim Spice, Carolyn Belmore, Bob Beck, Joe McCullough, Ernie
Lentz, Kelli Toth. Panel members absent: Bob Brandenstein, Edward Cossette, Paul Alber, Charles
Hayes, Charles Hayes, Edward Cossette, Josh Underwood and Jeff Wheeler. NASBLA staff: Pamela
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Dillon. Guests: Susan Stocker – NASBLA Executive Board Liaison, Tom Dardis – USCG, Mark Chanski,
NASBLA.
Panel members present – Part 3 session (conducted Dec. 8, 2020): Jeff Wheeler, Chair (presiding)
Amanda Perez (V. Chair), Walt Taylor, Carolyn Belmore, Eric Lundin, Bob Brandenstein, Ernie Lentz, Paul
Alber, Joe McCullough, Kelli Toth, and Charles Hayes. Panel members absent: Edward Cossette, Bob
Beck, Charles Hayes, Edward Cossette, Josh Underwood, Tim Spice. NASBLA staff: Pamela Dillon.
Guests: Susan Stocker – NASBLA Executive Board Liaison, Mark Chanski - NASBLA.

Meeting Agenda: (see pages 4-6 of these minutes).
1. Call to Order:
Chair Jeff Wheeler called the meeting to order at 11:00 PM ET and asked Perez to call roll.
2. Meeting Attendance/ Agenda Acceptance:
Roll was called. A quorum was established with thirteen (13) of fifteen (15) members present. [Note:
Quorum is one-half of the members.] See the roster of panel members present.
3. Welcome/Opening Remarks:
Wheeler thanked everyone for their attendance. He asked Perez to review the minutes of the
previous meeting.
4. Review and Acceptance of the October 15, 2020 meeting minutes:
Perez called for consideration of minutes from the previous meeting: Draft minutes of the October
15, 2020 meeting with Appendix A-B. Draft minutes and appendices were posted to Basecamp on
October 2, 2020. Belmore moved to accept the minutes as posted. Taylor seconded. The Panel
approved the October 15, 2020 meeting minutes with Appendix A-B as posted. (Note: Approved
minutes will be posted on EZ-ESP.)
5. Chair/Staff: No updates were provided.
6. Panel Action Items:
Perez began with Core Comments 3 and 4 which had been tabled. Alex Otte provided
guidance in response to the Panel’s request from the previous meeting. Otte provided
guidance per the AP Style Guide. The Panel discussed the guidance and moved to
Accept in Principle these recommendations but will include the Federal definition of
‘Vessel’ in addition to other dictionary definitions. Changes will be made in the definition
section in the Standard.
6.1 Public Review Comments:
The Panel continued the Core 100 Disposition of Comments as of 10/15/2020
beginning with Comment number 4. The Panel completed review of the public
comments through Core public comment number 21. As the meeting was nearing its
posted ended time, Wheeler asked for a meeting recess. The Panel selected November
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23, 2020 at 11 ET to continue the Panel disposition of comments. This segment of the
meeting concluded at 2:03 PM ET.
The meeting was called back to order on November 23, 2020 at 11:00 AM ET by Vice
Chair Amanda Perez. Roll was called and a quorum was established. See the roster of
panel members present for Part 2 of the meeting.
The Panel completed Core public review comments 22-31. See Appendix B for the
Panel’s final disposition of all Core comments.
The Panel then completed the comments 1-4 of Plus Water Jet Propelled. See Appendix
C for the Panel’s final disposition of all Plus Water Jet Propelled comments.
As the meeting was nearing its posted ended time, Perez asked for a meeting recess.
The Panel selected December 8, 2020 at 11 ET to continue the Panel disposition of
comments. This November 23, 2020 segment of the meeting concluded at 12:46 PM ET.
The meeting was called back to order on December 8, 2020 at 11:00 AM ET by Chair Jeff
Wheeler. Roll was called and a quorum was established. See the roster of panel
members present for Part 3 of the meeting.
The Panel completed Plus Human-Propelled public review comments 1-9. See Appendix
D for the Panel’s final disposition of all Plus Human-Propelled comments.
The Panel then completed Plus Sailing public review comments 1-6. See Appendix E for
the Panel’s final disposition of Plus Sailing comments.
The Panel then completed Plus Power public review comments 1-9. See Appendix F for
the Panel’s final disposition of Plus Power comments.
This December 8, 2020 segment of the meeting concluded at 1:03 PM ET.
7. Old Business – No old business presented.
8. Requests for interpretation - None received.
9. New Business – None.
10. Future Meetings
All
The final meeting of the full panel for this calendar year is scheduled on December 15, 2020. This is
the last meeting for members whose terms end December 31, 2020.
11. Closing Comments/ Meeting Adjournment
All
At the conclusion of Part 3 of the meeting, Wheeler thanked all and commented on the ongoing work
of the Panel. He called for a motion to adjourn. Brandenstein moved. Belmore seconded. The
meeting adjourned at 1:02 PM ET.
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Mission: Establish and maintain recreational boating education standards to increase safety on
our nation’s waterways.
Vision: A country of educated, safe, competent, and confident boaters.
2020 National Boating Education Standards Panel (final)
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 – 11:00 ET/10:00 CT/ 9:00 MT/ 8:00 PT/ 7:00 AKT
MEETING INFORMATION: Meeting URL: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/117705909
Use computer audio OR dial in using your phone: United States: +1 (571) 317-3116 Access Code: 117-705-909

1. Call to Order

Jeff Wheeler, Chair

2. Meeting Attendance/ Agenda Acceptance
 Roll Call /Establishment of Quorum

Amanda Perez, V. Chair

3. Welcome/Opening Remarks

Wheeler

4. Approval of Minutes
Perez
1. Draft minutes of the October 15, 2020 meeting with Appendix A - Action Items
2. Appendix B – Core Public Comments- Panel Disposition as of 10/15/2020
5. Chair/Staff
6. Panel Action Items

Wheeler/Dillon
Wheeler/ Perez

6.1 Public Review Comments:
o Public Review period, ending 9/29/20
o Core 100 – Continue Disposition of Comments as of 10/15/2020
 TRACKED CHANGES_BSR_NASBLA_10020XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_Core_2020_07_31
 CLEAN DRAFT BSR_NASBLA_10020XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_Core_2020_07_31
o Plus Human Propelled 101
 Human-Propelled - 9 comments
 TRACKED CHANGES_BSR_NASBLA_10120XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusHumanPropelled_2020_07_
31
 CLEAN DRAFT BSR_NASBLA_10120XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusHumanPropelled_2020_07_
31
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o Plus Sailing 102
 Sailing - 6 comments
 TRACKED CHANGES_BSR_NASBLA_10220XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusSailing_2020_07_31
 CLEAN DRAFT BSR_NASBLA_10220XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusSailing_2020_07_31
o Plus Power 103
 Power - 9 comments
 TRACKED CHANGES_BSR_NASBLA_10320XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusPower_2020_07_31
 CLEAN DRAFT BSR_NASBLA_10320XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusPower_2020_07_31
o Plus Water Jet Propelled 103.1
 Water-Jet Propelled - 4 comments
 TRACKED CHANGES_BSR_NASBLA_103.120XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusWaterJetPropelled_2020_07
_31
 CLEAN DRAFT BSR_NASBLA_103.120XX_BasicBoatingKnowledge_PlusWaterJetPropelled_2020_07
_31
6.2 Technical Report Team Reports (if time allows):
Wheeler – Oversight of all
o Core: Taylor – Lead, Toth, Beck, Lentz, Lundin, Alber, Hayes, Chanski
o Human-Propelled: McCullough - Lead, Taylor, Chanski, Hayes
 Joe TR Edits
o Sailing: Brandenstein - Lead, Chanski, Dillon
o Power (including Water-Jet Propelled): Beck – Lead, Belmore, Brandenstein, Cossette,
McCullough, Toth, Chanski, Alber
(Links provided for reference only – no action items):
o ESP TR 101-2018: Technical Report – Basic Boating Knowledge – Human
Propelled
o Word Version – Human Propelled
o ESP TR 103-2018: Technical Report – Basic Boating Knowledge - Power
o Word Version - Power
o Sail Technical Report (never published) – Word Version Chapter 3
7. Old Business - None
8.

Request for Interpretation – None

10. New Business

All

11. Future Meetings
All
 December 15, 2020 - final meeting prior to appointments/ reappointments. Confirm start
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time: Tuesday at 12:00 PM ET/ 11 CT/ 10 MT/ 9 PT/ 8 AKT?
12. Closing Comments/ Meeting Adjourned

All

Appendix A: Summary of Action Items - updated November 17, 2020
#

1

Action
Item
Origination
Date
3/21/13

2

3/21/13

Standards 8, 9,
10 and course
approval admin
policies

3

3/21/13

On-water

4

3/21/13

Panel Rules

5

3/21/13

Paddlesport
Standard

6

3/21/13

Paddlesport

7

3/21/13

General

Regarding

Application as
SDO

Action Item
YELLOW DEPICTS
PENDING/ONGOING
RE: NASBLA’s role and
requirements in positioning
itself for application as an
SDO – staff to review
potential policies or By-laws
updates in advance of the
Annual Meeting in
September 2013
Re: Standard section 8, 9,
and 10 and the impacts of
potential changes to the
current Level 1 Standard.
Ensure NASBLA is positioned
for any needed updates for
existing standards 8, 9, or 10
and current administrative
policies for NASBLA course
approval.
Update basecamp files

Status

3/21/14 – COMPLETED

10/14/14 COMPLETED

10/14/14 Ongoing; 11/18/14
New website
www.onwaterstandards.org is
fully functional. This site lists all
updated information.
Completed
5/14/13: Completed

Present recommendations
for revision to Executive
Board
Finalize the Title, Scope and 7/30/13: Completed
Purpose and approve reformatted draft
Check with ACA regarding an Completed.
update
Develop alpha-numeric
COMPLETED
architecture for use in
6
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8

3/21/13

General

9

3/21/13

General

10

3/22/13

11

3/22/13

Basic Boating
Knowledge
2.1-2.3
Section 2.3.1

12

3/22/13

Section 2.5

13

3/22/13

Section 3.5

14

3/22/13

General

15

3/22/13

Section 6.3

16

3/22/13

17

3/22/13

Section
6.3.1.1.1
Section 7.3.1.2

18

3/22/13

Section 7.5

19

3/22/13

General

labeling boating education
standards similar to ABYC’s
alpha-numeric approach.
Staff was directed to ‘clean
up’ the Human-propelled
standard to make it
consistent in font, indents,
etc. with the Level 1 – Basic
Boating Knowledge as the
template
Apply NASBLA style guide to
edit entire standard (after Ex
Board approval of rules).
Comment #6 – Technical
comment (life jacket
labeling)
Comment #30 – Technical
comment
Basic Boating Knowledge
Comment #1 – Technical
Basic Boating Knowledge
Comment #90 – Technical –
Panel accepted in principle
to eliminate parts of the
trailering section.
Basic Boating Knowledge
Comment #45 – technical
(see example)
ANSI requirements require
international measurements
Comment 105 – Technical
Basic Boating Knowledge
Comment 108 – Technical
Basic Boating Knowledge
Comment 109 – Technical
Basic Boating Knowledge
Approved Panel Action –
Recommend to the
Executive Board to consider
a stand-alone Water-Jet
propelled watercraft
standard.
7

Completed and posted.

Completed and posted.

COMPLETED

Assigned to Panel Team Malatak
and Completed
Completed

COMPLETED.

COMPLETED
6/18/13: Completed
6/18/13: Draft Accepted/
Completed.
6/18/13: Draft Accepted/
Completed.
7/30/13: Completed
10/24/13: COMPLETED Ex
Board authorized development
of new standard. See Action
Item #23.
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20

3/22/13

General

Approved Panel Action –
Allow staff to edit per the
NASBLA stylebook and
address any errors in
grammar and spelling.
Review ANSI self-audit.

21

3/22/13

General

22

7/30/13

General

Each panel team to
document risk-based
research and statistical
materials used as evidence
for revisions recommended
by the panel.

23

11/17/13

Jet-Propelled

Develop a new jet-propelled
watercraft standard.

8

6/18/13: Completed and
Ongoing.

Policy and Planning - 7/30/13:
Update provided. 9/13/13:
Assigned to Rules and Process Ongoing. 4/21/17 Audit Team
Assigned Jackson, McCullough,
Gibson, King. Audit scheduled
for January 2018. 7/20/17 Audit
Team Re-assignments: Jackson,
Wheeler, Pope, King. 8/28/17
Audit team meeting to review
ANSI pre-audit submissions.
12/13/17 ANSI Pre-Audit
scheduled; 1/2018 ANSI Audit
process completed, awaiting
final Audit Report.4/2/18 Final
ANSI Audit Report Received.
5/14/17 ANSI Audit report
response sent 4/27/18. Panel
Rule revisions completed by
Panel for Ex Board.
7/30/13: Assigned to Resources
workgroup/ongoing. 12/12/17
Gibson reported approximately
38 research reports identified.
6/21/18 COMPLETED NASBLA
re-accredited by ANSI. Audit
process closed.
11/17/13: Assigned to Ed
Huntsman, John Annino and
Mike Gladhart. 12/17/13:
Document draft accepted as
working draft for consideration
of structure and process.
3/27/15: Panel Action –
guidance provided. 9/12/15
Draft Accepted. COMPLETED.
12/12/17 Panel disposition
completed on 103.1 Water-Jet
Propelled Supplement.
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24

11/17/13

106 -Trailering

Develop a new trailering
standard.

25

4/12/14

101

26

4/12/14

101

27

4/12/14

101

28

4/12/14

101

29

4/12/14

101

30

4/12/14

General

Editorial 27 Consider new
language on Dewatering
Editorial 47, 70, Technical
82– Section 2.0 Boating
Equipment
Editorial 40, 52,72,78,87,
Technical 74, 88, 9, 75
regarding Sound Signaling
Equipment (renumbered
2.6)
Editorial 11, 58, 44, 97, 13,
98 regarding Safe Navigation
Editorial 49, 65 regarding
Other Water Activities
Editorial 38 – Style guide
applications/ Update Terms
and Definitions

31

4/12/14

General

Editorial 18 – Title
Numbering Policy

32

4/12/14

General

Editorial 86 – Style guide
applications

9

11/17/13: Assigned to Sweet
and Woods. 12/17/13:
Document draft accepted as
working draft for consideration
of structure and process.
3/27/15: Outline submitted to
Panel for comment. 7/9/15
Draft Standard accepted by the
Panel for the ANSI process.
8/13/15 Moved to ANSI. Action
Item COMPLETE. 10/17
Trailering Standard Withdrawn
from consideration.
COMPLETED
8/5/14: COMPLETED

8/5/14: COMPLETED

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
10/14/14 Draft presented.
12/14 ANSI edited 103 standard.
3/27/15 Panel Action –
Accepted as draft. 9/12/15 Style
Guide Version 4 Present
updated document on 3/16/14:
Document accepted – Post on
Website
10/14/14 Draft presented.
3/27/15 Panel Action –
Accepted as draft. 9/12/15 Style
Guide Version 4 Accepted as
working draft
10/14/14 Draft presented.
12/14 ANSI edited 103 standard.
3/27/15 Panel Action –
Accepted as draft. 9/12/15 Style
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33

4/12/14

101 – Human

Technical 76 regarding
Preventive Maintenance
Recommend to the
Executive Board to empower
ESP to begin work to create
an ANSI education standard
for power boating skills.

34

10/15/14

General

35

10/15/14

General

Recommend to the Ex Board
to put together a standard
policy document of common
education and standards
terms.

36

12/11/14

102-Sail

Develop knowledge, riskbased standard for sail.

37

12/11/14

102- Sail

Develop an education
standard for sail to bridge
knowledge risk-based and
skills.

10

Guide Version 4 Accepted as
working draft
COMPLETED
12/11/2014 Recommendation
endorsed by Executive
Committee. 3/27/15 Dillon
assigned to create ‘starter’
document. 6/11/15 Draft
Presented. 7/9/15 Action team
assigned – Riecks, Edmonston,
and Spice. 8/13/15 Draft
presented and accepted.
9/12/15 Completed Action Item
#47. 4/21/17 Vote to CLOSE this
action item.
10/15/14 Motion Passed by
Panel. 12/11/14: Approved by
NASBLA Executive Board. This
may be in form of a technical
document. 3/27/15 Technical
Support Document (TSD)
concept presented. 9/12/15
Style Guide Version 4 Accepted
as working draft
12/11/14: Approved by NASBLA
Executive Board. 3/27/15 draft
presented. Panel Action to
review parallel document
written in course provider
terms. 5/7/15 – Accepted
course provider version as a
working draft for consideration
of content. 7/9/15 Draft
standard accepted by Panel for
the ANSI process. 8/13/15
ACTION ITEM COMPLETE.
12/11/14: Approved by NASBLA
Executive Board. 3/27/15: draft
presented. Panel Action to
review parallel document
written in course provider
terms. 5/7/15- This is combined
with Action Item # 36. 8/13/15
ACTION ITEM COMPLETE.
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38

12/11/14

101- Human

Develop an education
standard for humanpropelled to bridge
knowledge risk-based and
skills.

39

3/26/15

103-Power

40

3/26/15

103-Power

41

6/11/15

101-HumanPropelled

Re: Public Review comments
#2, 3, 5, 10, 13, Consider
replacement for
Commandant Instruction
reference.
Re: Public Review comment
#21.
Re: Public Review editorial
comment #2, technical # 13,

42

6/11/15

101-Human
Propelled

Re: Public Review technical
comment # 18

43

6/11/15

101- Human
Propelled

Re: Public Review technical
comment #9, 12, 10, 11,

44

8/13/15

Passenger
Draft new ‘Core Boating
Safety Standard Standard’ for
passengers/non-operators.
1/14/16 Workgroup name
changed to ‘Passenger
Safety Standard’

11

4/21/17 Vote to CLOSE this
action item.
12/11/14: Approved by NASBLA
Executive Board. 3/27/15 Dillon
assigned to create ‘starter’
document Process Ongoing.
9/12/15 Completed - See Action
Item #46 - 4/21/17 Vote to
CLOSE this action item.
3/26/15: Assigned to Jepsen and
Wheeler. 5/7/15: Completed.

3/26/15: McKenzie and Spice.
5/7/15: Completed.
6/11/15: McKenzie, Pope,
Jackson to consider new
language. 7/9/15:
Recommendation presented
and approved. COMPLETED
6/11/15: Spice, Jackson,
McKenzie to cover the needs of
the overall standard. 7/9/15:
Recommendation presented
and approved. COMPLETED
6/11/15: Assigned to Riecks,
Pope for language
recommendation. 7/9/15:
Recommendation presented
and approved. COMPLETED
8/13/15: Presented Executive
Board authorized concept.
SMEs assigned to assist
Education Committee charge
team led by Kelli Toth: Woods,
McCullough, Wakelin, and
Edmonston. 9/12/15: Panel
action item empowered team to
begin process. 11/12/15;
12/17/15; 1/14/16; 2/12/16;
1/12/17 Updates provided
ONGOING; 2/9/17 Joe
McCullough assigned as ESP
Liaison; 1/17 NASBLA
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45

9/11/15

Power
Standard

46

9/12/15

Human
Propelled

Review Part B2, B3 and
other relevant sections to
determine if the Panel has
existing authority which
would permit the merger of
the content of TBD/NASBLA
203-201X – Basic Boating
Knowledge – Power
Operator Readiness into
NASBLA 103-2015: Basic
Boating Knowledge - Power.
Accept TBD/NASBLA 201201X: Basic Boating
Knowledge – Human
12

application for USCG Grant
support; 6/8/17 limited funding
announced via USCG; 9/17 Panel
asked for USCG grant
submission in support of this
effort; EX Board agreed. 1/2018
USCG grant application
submitted. 3/7/18 Toth
provided update to Panel.
5/14/18 USCG Grant support
announced for Passenger Safety
Roundtable with SafeStates.org.
9/9/18 Toth provided an update
on attendance at the Safe States
conference and next steps.
Jackson, McCullough, King, and
Huntsman assigned. 12/13/18
Links provided to completed
Public Health Approach series
(posted on NASBLA). 7/1112/2019 Passenger Safety
Roundtable to meet in Atlanta
(USCG funding). 7/18/19 Atlanta
meeting completed, report
provided to ESP. 2/7/2020 –
Final Report link provided on
ESP meeting agenda. Step 1
Completed. 7/2020 – NASBLA
received USCG to begin Step 2
work with Safe States. Ron
Sarver is Project Director.
9/11/15 Assigned to Rules and
Process work group; 10/15/15
Panel reported on work.
Determined that the Panel does
have existing authority which
would permit the merger of
content as indicated.
Completed. 4/21/17 Vote to
CLOSE this action item.

9/12/15: Wheeler, Pope, and
Spice volunteered for Panel
Team. Analysis will be
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Propelled Boats Operator
Readiness as an addendum
to BSR/NASBLA 101-201X:
Basic Boating Knowledge –
Human Propelled Boats.

47

9/12/15

Power

Accept TBD/NASBLA 203201X – Basic Boating
Knowledge – Power
Operator Readiness as an
addendum to BSR/NASBLA
103-201X: Basic Boating
Knowledge – Power.

48

3/3/14

106 Trailering

Numbering and content
questions from 3/3/16 Panel
Disposition

49

3/4/16

ALL

Draft a core standard across
all disciplines. 9/10/16
Develop two versions –
Work on existing core draft
to develop detailed,
prescriptive version
prescriptive and abstract for
consideration only.

13

completed by Dec. 1, 2015.
11/12/15: Item placed on hold
until in-person meeting in San
Diego. 3/4/16: On hold.
4/14/16: On Hold 7/21/16:
Panel team of Pope, McKenzie,
King, McCullough, Gibson, and
Riecks, Jackson to combine 101
and 201 drafts. 4/21/17 Vote to
CLOSE this action item.
9/12/15 Edmonston asked the
full Panel to review the three
documents (including the skill
standard), highlight any
redundant items to be reconsidered, or that should be
removed or are missing. Return
comments before November 1,
2015 to the Panel Team - Riecks,
Spice, and Edmonston.
11/12/15: Item placed on hold
until in-person meeting in San
Diego.3/4/16: On hold. 4/14/16:
On Hold 4/21/17 Vote to CLOSE
this action item.
4/14/16: Assigned to McKenzie,
McCullough, and Spice. 6/9/16:
Draft presented by McKenzie,
needs additional review.
6/19/16: Completed
3/4/16: Jeff Wheeler will draft
and distribute to all by June
2016. 6/9/16: Extend to July
2016. 7/21/16: Draft Posted;
9/10/16: Wheeler as Lead for
two core drafts. Teams:
McCullough, McKenzie, King –
prescriptive version; Lentz,
Riecks, Gibson, Jackson –
abstract version 9/9/10 Wheeler
version discussed; 10/13/16
McKenzie and Jackson versions
presented; 10/13/16
Determined it should be a core
standard for all
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50

3/4/16

102-Sail

51

3/4/16

All

52

3/4/36

Panel

53

3/4/16

Power

disciplines.12/15/16 Core
Standard for All Boats posted for
consideration. 1/12/17 On Hold.
4/21/17 Panel Action to accept
the concept of the “core plus
module” (i.e. power, HP, Sail) in
support of part B of the Panel
Rules. Action Item COMPLETE.
Harmonize with skill
3/4/16: Team of Rich Jepsen,
standard
Jeff Riecks and Chris
Edmonston. 8/25/15
COMPLETED Post for public
review
Address risk-based standard 4/14/16: Draft language for
requirement which limits
consideration at May meeting
standard content.
for possible presentation by
Chair to Ex. Board in June.
6/9/16: Statement shared with
Panel, Chair to present to Ex. BD
on June 10, 2016. 7/21/16:
Reports on Board Action –
COMPLETED
Draft Mission/Vision
3/4/16: Assigned to Jeff
statement
Wheeler with Gibson, Spice,
Wakelin, and McCullough.
6/9/16: Extend to July 2016.
7/21/16: Posted for Panel
consideration. 1/12/17
Distribute updated draft
4/20/17 Mission/Vision
statements accepted by Panel.
COMPLETED
Need to consider content for 3/4/16: TBD. 4/14/16: To be
the ‘Technical Report’ –
drafted by Dillon – review by
include items such as the
Jepsen, Gipson, King, and Riecks.
NASBLA instructional
7/21/16: Items posted under
strategies, 2015 rationales,
files on Basecamp. Include Onand instructional design
Water Skills Standard as a
information.
reference. 10/12/16 Conference
call kick-off meeting conducted.
10/13/16 Dillon to edit chapter
3; Riecks, Dillon to edit chapters
1, 2, 4, 5. 11/10/16 Edits to
Chapter 3 power posted for
Power. Pope version of Chapter
14
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3/4/16

Panel

55

3/4/16

Panel

Draft strategic and
operational plans. What are
the guidelines for the panel
to take up work? What can
we produce in a 12 month
period? Should we have a
‘triage’ process to prioritize
new tasks?
Follow up questions to OnWater Team:
Does the on-water team
expect the states to
recognize course certificates
from the on-water American
National Standards as
meeting the state mandate
without requiring the
knowledge standard?
15

3 posted for Human-propelled
workgroup. 2/9/17 Chap 3 final
draft for Power; 4/21/17 See
items 58/59/60; 6/8/17 On
Hold, pending Panel Task Team
Review by Wheeler; 7/20/17
Review teams re-assigned.
Chap 1 review- Lentz; Chap 2
edit – Kauffman; Chap 4 edit –
Beck; Chap 5 edit –
Brandenstein. Also see items
58/59/60. 3/8/18 Dillon
delegated responsibility to
finalize for submission. 4/19/18
Power Technical Report
provided to Panel; request for
final comments. Appendix to
include Knowledge Standard
only. 5/14/18 Dillon will
complete and file with ANSI.
8/13/2018 COMPLETED ESP TR
103-2018 - Technical Report –
Basic Boating Knowledge –
Power – Submitted for ANSI
Registration / Standards Action
Notice Published 7-13-18
COMPLETE
3/4/16: Harry Wheeler and Ed
Huntsman will draft some
business rules within the plan.
6/9/16: Report presented
stating the Panel Rules and ANSI
process provides needed
framework – no further action
needed. COMPLETE
3/4/16: Assigned to Rich Jepsen
4/14/16: Dillon to ask USCG for
clarification. 5/5/16: Response
from on water skills team as
presented by Rich Jepson.
6/9/16: Response from Barry
Nobles from USCG. COMPLETED
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How will the on-water team
modify the skills standard to
address the gap?
Will the on-water standard
recommend completion of
the skill standard (and vice
versa)?
56

6/9/16

103.1 Water Jet There is some redundancy
Propelled
between the 2.0 PWC topics
and 3.0 Water Jet Propelled
topics. (Reference comment
# 8 in Water Jet Propelled
comments). Send back to
Subject matter experts for
review.

57

9/10/16

Technical
Report
(TechRep) power

Develop TechRep as
supporting document for
current standard.

16

6/9/16 Assigned a Panel team to
King, Jepsen, and Jackson.
8/21/16 Panel team met to
discuss. 8/25/16 Present a draft
at Seattle meeting. 10/13/16
Huntsman to present to SME
team for review. 11/10/16
Jackson version accepted by
Panel as disposition for
Comment #8. Alladio’s
comments to be inserted as
SME. 12/15/17 Final draft of
combined document accepted
for Public Review. COMPLETED
Riecks, Edmonston
• Power TSD – Spice, Wheeler,
Huntsman, Wheeler, and
McCullough 10/12/16
Conference call kick-off meeting
conducted. 10/13/16 Dillon to
edit chapter 3; Riecks, Dillon to
edit chapters 1, 2, 4, 5.
11/10/16 Edits to Chapter 3
power posted for Power. 2/9/16
Draft of Chap 3 of Power
standard announced as final
pending incorporation into the
TechRep draft; 4/21/17 Updates
posted; 6/8/17 On Hold,
pending Panel Task Team
Review by Wheeler; 7/20/17
Huntsman is lead on Chapter 3.
3/8/18 Dillon delegated
responsibility to finalize for
submission. 4/19/18 Power
Technical Report provided to
Panel; request for final
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9/10/16

TechRep –
Human
Propelled

Develop TR as supporting
document for current
standard.

59

9/10/16

TechRep Sailing

Develop TR as supporting
document for current
standard.

17

comments. Appendix to include
Knowledge Standard only.
5/14/18 Dillon will complete
and file with ANSI. 8/13/2018
COMPLETED ESP TR 103-2018 Technical Report – Basic Boating
Knowledge – Power – Submitted
for ANSI Registration /
Standards Action Notice
Published 7-13-18
COMPLETED
Riecks, Edmonston
• Human propelled TSD –
Pope, Spice, Gibson,
McKenzie
10/12/16 Conference call kickoff meeting conducted.
11/10/16 Pope version of
Chapter 3 posted for Humanpropelled workgroup. 3/9/17
Updated Pope version posted;
4/21/17 Updates posted; 6/8/17
On Hold, pending Panel Task
Team Review by Wheeler;
7/20/17 Tim Spice is lead on
Chapter 3. 3/8/18 Dillon
delegated responsibility to
finalize for submission. 5/14/18
Dillon will complete and file
with ANSI. 9/9/2018 Dillon
posted HP TR for Panel review
and will proceed to file
registration paperwork.9/13/18
Registration documents
submitted to ANSI. 9/28/18
Announced in Standards Action
10/28/2018 Registered with
ANSI - COMPLETED
Riecks, Edmonston
• Sail TSD – Wheeler, Jepsen,
Riecks
10/12/16 Conference call kickoff meeting conducted. 3/9/17
Riecks to draft chapter 3;
4/21/17 Updates posted; 6/8/17
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60

9/10/16

Panel Rules
Part VII
Section B2

61

7/20/17

Performance
Outcome

62

9/9/17

Data needs

On Hold, pending Panel Task
Team Review by Wheeler;
7/20/17 Wheeler is lead on
chapter 3. 3/8/18 Dillon
delegated responsibility to
finalize for submission. 5/14/18
Dillon will complete and file
with ANSI. DRAFT NOT
FINALIZED. New Action Item
workgroup assigned on July 14,
2020. See Action Item 7X. Item
Closed.
Education Research Studies
Gibson to be lead (Amanda
Perez as Subject Matter Expert)
10/13/16 Send documents to
Gibson for inclusion. 4/21/17
Report submitted to Panel;
6/8/17 On Hold, pending Panel
Task Team Review by Wheeler;
7/20/17 Gibson is Lead
1/25/2018 Updated listing from
Gibson received. Gibson, Pope,
Perez assigned. 4/27/2020 PPT
re: National Boating
Recreational Safety Survey
provided to Panel via Basecamp.
Develop White Paper to
7/20/17 Riecks assigned to
state position of the Panel to draft white paper; 8/17/17
create performance based
Report provided at meeting;
standards; Paper will help
10/12/17 White paper
guide the paradigm shift re: development placed on HOLD
this effort.
by Chairman Wheeler 2/27/18
ESP Change Management report
to Ex Board; 3/2/18 Report to
BLA Workshop; 3/4/18 Report
to Ed Committee; 3/6/18 Report
at Summit. 3/8/18 All
presentations completed. White
Paper concept placed on hold.
NO FURTHER ACTION
Identify data and statistics to 9/9/17 Perez, Gibson, and Pope
support the need to move to named to Panel Team. The team
outcome based standards.
should evaluate data for its
Report at November
relevance and leave it in its raw
meeting.
state for now. 11/17: No report
18
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9/9/2018

Scan Strategy

64

9/9/2017

Core Standard
Strategy

65

10/12/17

Change
Management
Plan

provided. Discussion of Change
Management Plan
development. 12/12/17 process
continues. COMPLETED
Converted to Change
Management process.
How to address/ incorporate 9/9/18 Assigned to Jackson,
scanning/proper lookout
McCullough, King, Pope
12/13/2018 McCullough posted
message with links on Basecamp
COMPLETED
Drafting of core Plus
9/9/2017 Assigned to
Standards for each discipline McCullough, King, Spice,
Wheeler - Various dates/
documents presented/ final
remain pending. 3/13/19 work
teams were identified for
development of plus standards:
· Human-Propelled – Chanski,
Taylor, McCullough, Jackson
· Sail – Munns, Beck, Chanski,
Brandenstein
· Water-Jet Propelled – Beck,
Jackson 6/13/19 Version 4
reviewed. 7/18/19 Complete.
Draft content accepted by
Panel.
10/12/17 Assigned to Perez to
oversee/guide process – 2018
presentation at NASBLA; 2019
Presentations at IBWSS,
Education Committee, BLA
Workshop; March 2019/
Presentations at Education
Committee and IBWSS; 7/18/19
Presentations scheduled for
NASBLA conference. 9/30/19
Breakout and general session
presentations at NASBLA
conference regarding public
review process. 11/7/2019
National Webinar presented on
Core-Plus process and public
review periods -5 drafts.
2/7/2020 – presentation by
19
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66

9/9/2018

Power Plus
Development

67

9/9/2018

Communication Re: next generation of
Plan/Process
standards

68

9/9/2018

ESP
Membership

Recruitment

20

Stacey Brown and Mark Chanski
regarding impact to NASBLA
course approval process.
2/27/20 Proposal presented to
Executive Board. Vote of
support. Spring 2020 –
Presentations to IBWSS and
Education Committee cancelled
due to Covid-19. 7/31/2020 –
ESP White Paper Published and
distributed to commenters.
8/11/2020 National Webinar
conducted on revised Core-Plus
drafts. 9/30/20 Presentation at
NASBLA virtual conference.
9/9/2018 Assigned to Lentz,
Beck, Brandenstein, Underwood
10/11/2018 Dillon was asked to
finalize documents per task
team’s guidance 12/13/18
Documents 1, 2, and 3
presented to Panel for
consideration. 2/7/19 Wheeler
Power Plus posted. 3/13/19
Power Plus Draft accepted by
Panel; 6/13/19 Version 4
reviewed; 7/18/19 Complete.
Draft content accepted by
Panel. COMPLETED
9/9/2018 Assigned to Gibson,
Wheeler, Perez (see action item
#65)/ 6/9/2020 Coe/Plus
Benefits statement to be
drafted for presentation to
public review commenters.
7/31/2020 – ESP White Paper
Published and distributed to
commenters.
9/9/2018 Assigned to Spice,
Wheeler, Beck, Underwood;
7/18/19 new member
recruitment by Wheeler.9/2019
New members solicited via
NASBLA Weekly and Standards
Action. 8/2020 Recruitment
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4/18/2019

ICC

Consider Equivalence to ICC

70

2/7/2020

General

Style Guide Update

71

5/5/2020

General

Standards harmonization

72

7/14/2020

Standards
Revision – 100
Core

Core Technical Report Team

73

7/14/2020

Standards
Revision - 101

Human-Propelled Technical
Report Team

74

7/14/2020

Standards
Revision - 102

Sailing Technical Report
Team

75

7/14/2020

Standards
Revision - 103
and 103.1

Power Technical Report
Team, including Water-Jet
Propelled

76

10/13/2020 Style Guide

Update of 2016 version

21

posting scheduled for NASBLA
Weekly.
4/18/19 Initial presentation of
information to Panel.
2/6/2020 – 2016 edition of Style
Guide to be reviewed/updated.
5/5/2020 Form a workgroup to
review harmonization needs
between knowledge and skills.
7/14/20 – Workgroup:
Brandenstein, McCullough,
Dillon, Chanski to work with
Dorval/ABYC. 8/11/20 –
Workgroup meeting with Brian
Dorval, Joanne Dorval, Pete
Chisholm. 8/13/20 –
Workgroup met; overview
provided to Panel. Group
encouraged to submit
comments during comment
period.
8/13/20 Wheeler – Oversight
Core: Toth, Beck, Lentz, Lundin,
Taylor (Lead), Alber, Hayes,
Chanski
8/13/20 Wheeler – Oversight
Human-Propelled: Hayes,
McCullough (Lead), Taylor,
Chanski
8/13/20 Wheeler – Oversight
Sailing: Brandenstein (Lead),
Chanski, Dillon
8/13/20 Wheeler – Oversight
Power: Belmore, Brandenstein,
Beck (Lead), Cossette,
McCullough, Toth, Chanski,
Alber
10/13/2020 – Volunteers for
work group – Toth and
McCullough
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100 - Core - Public Comments 2020_09_29
Co
mm
ent

Section
Number

Comment

Panel Disposition 10/13/20

All Definitions There is no definition of Water-Jet Propulsion

Add definition for Water-jet Propulsion - A motor that Accept in Principle: Use "A motor that
ejects water through a jet intake nozzle backwards
ejects water through a jet intake
under pressure to move watercraft forward.
nozzle under pressure to move
watercraft." Moved McCullough,
Second Belmore PASSED

All Standards Request for Appeals - is Advocacy>National
Education Standards supposed to have the '>'
sign?

Change to Advocacy National Education Standards or REJECT: Using a ">" symbol is a
Advocacy - National Education Standards
standard way to describe website
navigation. Moved Perez, Second
McCullough PASSED

1

2

Proposal

FINAL - 11_23_2020

Definitions

1. The definition for boat is not written in the
form of a noun or a verb.
2. The definition for underway is not in the
adverb form: https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/underway

1?4: Phrase the definition to match the intended part 11/17/2020 Accept in Principle Address in StyleGuide.
of speech.
Items will be addressed in Style Guide
per Alex Otte's notes except for
5. Match the style used for the other definitions. The vessel. Use "Any watercraft..." for
other definitions do not separate functions by a
vessel definition - remove "any
period.
description of". PASSED

3. The definition for vessel is not written in the
form of a noun.

3
4. The definition for entry-level is not in the
adjective form: https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/entry-level
5. The definition for knowledge is not consistent
with the other definitions: Cognitive outcome of
the learning process, usually tested by verbal or
written questions.
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Definitions

4

For both Boat and Vessel in the definitions
Change from water craft to watercraft.
section, water craft is two words, but it should be
listed as watercraft. The Code of Federal
Regulations definitions for Vessel. 33 CFR § 174.3
- Definitions. Vessel means every description of
watercraft or other artificial contrivance used, or
capable of being used, as a means of
transportation on water. The CFR is what states
use to write their regulations/laws so to be
consistent, watercraft should be used.

Accept. Use as one word. PASSED

Make sure this is
consistent in Style Guide
and previous versions.

End Point for 10/13/2020/ Revisited 3
and 4 on 11/17/20.
Foreword

5

1. For the first instance of This standard in the
Foreword section, my recommendation is to
insert the name of the standard. Because there
are several pages between the name of the
standard and this section, it would be good to
reiterate the standard name.

1. Reiterate the name of the standard in the Foreword Accept in Principle: Make the
section.
changes as explicit. 1 - unclear/ no
change; 2 - distinguish between
2. I recommend making sure that the terms technical documents and use caps consistently;
report and technical support documents are clearly
3 - accept; 4 - use 'individual
differentiated.
numbered elements'; 5 - In all
instances which uses i.e. or e.g. in
2. In the second paragraph of the Foreword
3. Add they to create a clause so that the comma is
Core, change to 'including'. PASSED
section, the term technical report is used. It might necessary in the sentence.
be confused with the technical support
documents (TSDs). Is there a way to differentiate 4. Clarify the second list item. What are individual
the documents?
elements? How can they be applied within other
elements?
Also, the formatting of technical report should be
consistent, i.e., capitalized or lowercased in every 5. Clarify what should be done when a person
instance.
encounters the abbreviations e.g. and i.e. in a
standard.
3. In the first bullet point of the Foreword section,
add the word they before do not so that portion
after the comma can have a subject.
4. For the second bullet point of the Foreword
section, it's not clear what individual elements
would mean. The second sentence is also
ambiguous in meaning.
5. In the Foreword section related to the last item
in the list, how should people interpret the use of
e.g. and i.e. in the standards?
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TSDs are used in reference
to Skill standards. Look at
usage of 'i.e.' and 'e.g.' i.e.
means examples or 'in
other words…'. E.g. means
'in essence'
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6

Introduction In the Request for Interpretations section, my
recommendation for 'yes' or 'no' is to use double
quotation marks. Single quotation marks are
often used in British English. In American English,
the preference is double quotation marks.
Note: This issue appears throughout the
standards.

7

Introduction In the Request for Appeals section, add spaces
around the greater than symbol in
Advocacy>National Education Standard so that it
is clear that you are showing path to the
standards.
References 1. In the first sentence of the References section,
it states that the references listed in the second
paragraph will supplement the standard.
However, the Core standard is referenced as the
first item on the list.
2. In the second sentence of the second
paragraph of the References section, here is a
suggested revision for a complete sentence:
Standards and technical reports are available at
www.nasbla.org.

8

Use double quotation marks instead of single
quotation marks throughout.

add to Style Guide.

https://grammar.yourdictionary.com/punctuation/rul
es-for-using-single-quotation-marks.html
https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/gram
mar/single-quotation-marks-versus-double-quotationmarks
Add space around the greater than symbol. Or use an ACCEPT - add a space before and
arrow to show the path.
after >. PASSED

1. I would recommend deleting the standard from the 1 - Accept in Principle - Clarify the
The following is a listing of
first list.
reference to the full list of Basic
all Basic Boating
Boating Knowledge standards and use Knowledge Standards.
2. Create a complete sentence. Format technical
as boilerplate. 2. Accept - make a
reports to match other instances in the standards.
complete sentence. 3. Accept. 4.
Accept - make a complete sentence.
3. Capitalize Technical Support Documents.
PASSED
4. Create a complete sentence. Use the abbreviation
TSDs because it is introduced in the previous
paragraph.

Note: See comment regarding the use of technical
reports on page 4.
3. In the third paragraph of the References
section, the words Technical Support Documents
should be capitalized to match NOWS website.
4. In the second sentence of the fourth paragraph
of the References section, here is a suggested
revision for a complete sentence: TSDs are
available at www.usnows.org.
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Accept - use double quotes
throughout standards. PASSED
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1

9

1

10

1.1

11

Passenger -- Don't include owner or crew. See
NASBLA Model State Boating Law 2005((7)
Passenger means every person carried on board a
vessel other than: (i) The owner or the owner?s
representative; (ii) The operator: (iii) Bona fide
members of the crew engaged in the business of
the vessel who have contributed no consideration
for their carriage and who are paid for their
services; or
(iv) Any guests on board a vessel that is being
used exclusively for pleasure purposes who have
not contributed any consideration, directly, or
indirectly, for their carriage.) 46 CFR Subchapter
M Towing §136.110 Definitions (Passengers
Persons in addition to the crew mean any people
onboard the vessel, including passengers, who
are not a crewmember.)
Vessel -- Don't include seaplanes. Florida, Illinois
and the model code exclude them. Operation of
aircraft is Federally preempted -- they are
included in USC and CFR, consistent with
preemption. While you theoretically could have
dock hands taxiing on the water you sure don't
want them to rationalize they can fly because
they passed a basic boating class that included
seaplanes. I'm a multi-engine rated Private Pilot
and a credentialed Master Merchant Mariner and
In section 1.0 Terminology, should including be
used instead of e.g.? Most often, the style guides
have a comma after the abbreviations for e.g. and
i.e.

Passenger: Passenger -- every person carried on board
a vessel other than: (i) The owner or the owner?s
representative; (ii) The operator: (iii) Bona fide
members of the crew engaged in the business of the
vessel.
Vessel: ... including nondisplacement craft but
excluding seaplanes ...

Reject - Passenger is correct as
Change is proposed to the
currently defined. Vessel definition is defintion section (not
previously addressed. Leave
section 1)
consistent with Federal regulations.
PASSED

Consistent use of including would improve what is
expected from the course content. In addition, add a
comma after e.g. and i.e. when it is used in the
sentence.

Accept in principle - will use the word
include per comment #5. PASSED

I believe by leaving the specific terms to be
defined out of the standard and instead placing
the terms and subsequent definitions into the
technical report, the panel is circumventing the
public comment process for standards. If the
panel is not going to specify which terms need to
be defined to meet this standard, this standard
should be removed.

Either remove this standard or provide specific terms
that should be defined. Technical reports should not
be used to determine what specific items should be
contained in a standard. I don't have specific
definitions to recommend - I leave that up to the
panel.

Reject - The Technical Report is used
to supplement the standard, not
replace it. The standard will not
define every common term. PASSED
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2.1

Describe the types of boats and limitations of
each (power driven including jet-propelled,
sailing, and human-propelled).

3.1

In the introductory sentence, the order of
Use life jacket/personal flotation devices instead.
Accept - PASSED
personal flotation devices/life jackets should be
reversed because life jacket is the preferred term
based
on /the
list that follows
Auxiliary
aftermarket
lightingit.on boats is
Add the following language:
Reject - Add details to Technical
becoming more popular. Use of these colored
Report. PASSED
lights is a safety hazard.
Aftermarket lights for vessels have become popular.
These lights are intended to enhance the nighttime
experience by providing a series of colored lights in
the water. Unfortunately, in most instances these
lights are not legal to use when the boat is underway
because colored lights can often be mistaken for law
enforcement vessels or worse, distract or confuse
other boat operators. The legally required red and
green lights on the bows of boats and the white stern
lights are designed so boat operators are able to
determine the direction boats are moving at night.
When these aftermarket lights are used in conjunction
with the legally required navigation lights it can
become a dangerous situation very quickly. In
addition, it is not legal to have dock lights on while
operating a boat. The purpose of dock lights are to
assist boat operators when docking a boat in a slip at
night. If these lights are displayed when operating a
boat on the water other boater operators can become
easily confused because of the interference with
legally required navigation lights, producing a
potentially dangerous situation.

12

13
3.2

14
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This statement seems very open ended and may allow Reject - It is up to the course provider
a course provider to get mired down in the details of to add content as they desire. PASSED
specialized vessels and that to me is not the intent of
this element.
Suggest:
Describe in general terms the types of power driven
(including jet-propelled), human powered and
sailboats and limitations of each.

Page 5 of 11

Add information to
Technical Report
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3.2 Also see
comment 28

4.1

For standard 4.10, it uses both boat and vessel.
Use consistent terms throughout the standard. Are
Accept in Principle - Remove vessel at
Should the terms be consistent? Vessel also
boat and vessel used in the appropriate places? Is one end of 4.10. Change retrieving to
appears in standard 7.2, 7.4, and 7.6. Most of the term more correct in certain instances?
retrival. PASSED
other standards use boat and other derivatives of
it.

4.2

4.2, 4.5, and 4.8 have taken one concept and split
it into three standards. Right now, 4.2 basically
wants students to identify local sources of
weather and interpret the information; 4.5 wants
the student to identify dangerous weather and
water conditions and the importance of those in
trip planning; and 4.8 wants the students to look
at the factors that would lead to a no-go decision
(presumably that decision is based on the
observations in 4.2 and 4.5 (and not just because
they forgot their cooler). We should be teaching
students how to find sources of current and
future local weather and water conditions,
evaluate those conditions combined with the
boaters skill and type of boat to assess risk; and
identify potential risk-mitigation strategies
including a decision to postpone a boating trip.
This concept would be better presented in a
combined standard. As they are presented now,
they are disjointed and yet each one talks about
risk evaluation in regards to trip planning

Update 4.2 as follows and remove 4.5 and 4.8 (and of Reject - Nothing to be gained by
course renumber the rest)
making these changes. Risk
evaluation should be covered in
4.2 Understand the potential impacts of weather and Technical Report. PASSED
water conditions on a boat trip. Obtain and interpret
the information so the operator can evaluate and
make an informed decision about risk-mitigation
strategies to take during trip planning (including a
decision to postpone a boating trip) and safety
precautions to take if any dangerous weather is
encountered on the water.
* Identify dangerous weather (strong winds, storms,
lightning, fog, hurricanes) and water conditions (high
water, currents, large waves)
* Determine sources of local and forecasted weather
and water conditions
* Manage the boating risk based on weather
conditions, water condition, boater skill and boat
capability

4.5

Should be combined with 4.2 and 4.8 as stated
above - see my previous concern with 4.2

See proposed new 4.2 standard which includes this
concept. If new combined standard is rejected,
suggest moving this standard to 4.3 to at least go
along with 4.2. Probably would want to reword this
standard as well so it is obvious how this is different
than 4.2.

15

16

17
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Reject - other items in between are
relevant as well. PASSED
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4.7

Navigational hazards is a generic term and new
boaters should be informed on specific types of
hazards they may come across.

Add in types of navigational hazards a boater may
come across on the water, such as rocks, reefs,
floating objects, low water, lines, ect...

4.8

The term no-go is an idiomatic phrase and would
require more context than what is provided in a
standard to understand. I would recommend that
a different term be used instead so that people of
all learning backgrounds can understand what is
expected from this standard.

Use a new term that is not idiomatic to replace no-go. Reject - The Panel chose the term for
In addition, I would recommend providing examples its simplicity. PASSED
because many of the standards in this section do
provide them.

4.8

Should be combined with 4.2 and 4.5 as stated
above - concern outline with 4.2

See proposed new 4.2 standard which includes this
Reject - The Panel chose the no-go
concept. If new combined standard is rejected,
term for its simplicity. PASSED
suggest changing the wording to eliminate the jargon
no-go. Instead of using this military-type jargon,
suggest using the phrase an informed decision based
on the risks to cancel a planned boating trip.

Wake boat conflicts are on the rise all across the
country. In some state local municipalities are
taking action by passing restrictive wake zone
laws. This is a huge problem that continues to
grow each year.

Suggest adding language specific to wake boat
Reject - Add information to the
operation that encourages boaters to be respectful
Technical Report. PASSED
and courteous to shoreline property owners and other
boaters. Also suggest using part of the WSIA
messaging (limit repetitive passes, keeping music at
reasonable levels, stay at least 200 feet away from
shoreline, docks and other boaters).

18

19

20

5

21

Reject - It is not clear what is being
referenced. This is not applicable to
4.7. PASSED

The following items considered/
completed on November 23, 2020.
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Page 7 of 11

No-go is obvious and easy
to understand. May need
to add to definitions or
describe rationale in
Technical Report.
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5.2

22

23

I believe this standard as written is too vague and
may be confused with standard 4.3 (predeparture briefing), especially the passenger
communication. The panel might want to provide
some idea of the expectations of what should be
included in the checklist (like the list included for
the pre-departure briefing) to help clarify the
intent of this checklist and to differentiate the
passenger communication from the pre-departure
briefing (standard 4.3). I am sure it can be more
detailed in the technical report, but it would be
nice to have a little more specificity in the
standard so it is clear what is meant to be
included in a pre-departure checklist and how the
passenger communication for this standard is
different than the pre-departure briefing.

5.2 Also see
comment #28
5.3
For standard 5.3, are the terms accident and
incident interchangeable? If not, can a definition
be provided for each term?

5.4 tracked version5.4 commented (p12) Core comment #64 is
actually #66 by Robin Pope- for transparency
24
5.4

too many 'ands'

Add clarifying examples similar to the list provided for REJECT - The listed examples are
the pre-departure briefing. I don't have suggestions different than 4.3. Passed. Abstain for this list and will let the panel decide what that
Toth
could include.

The standard suggests that the terms accident and
incident are interchangeable. If they are not
interchangeable, the usage should be clearer.

Accept in Principle - add to definition In public health realm, the
section both incident and accident
preferred term is incident.
and add to technical report the
reasons for the 'transition' to incident
as the preferred term. PASSED

change #64 to #66

Accept in Principle - Correct this
reference where appropriate. PASSED

Delete 'and' after the 7th bullet point sentence.

Accept in Principle - change to
eliminate redundant 'and' where
needed. PASSED

25
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May have been
referencing 5.1 for the predeparture checklist. Be
sure to address in
Technical Report. Should
5.1 be combined with 4.3?
A course provider can
cover these in any order.
There is a difference
between a passenger
briefing and a predeparture checklist.
Sometimes a pre-season
pre-departure checklist is
much more inclusive then
a week-to-week checklist.
The passenger briefing
may include all these
items but may have

Page 8 of 11
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6 (enlarged
statement is
posted after
comment #31

There is NO MENTION of COLREGS Rule 9 at all!
COLREGS Rule 9 - Narrow Channels
a) ??(i)?? A vessel proceeding along the course of a narrow channel
or fairway shall keep as near to the outer limit of the channel or
fairway which lies on her starboard side as is safe and practicable.
(b) A vessel of less than 20 meters in length or a sailing vessel shall
not impede the passage of a vessel ? which ? ?? that ?? can safely
navigate only within a narrow channel or fairway.
(c) A vessel engaged in fishing shall not impede the passage of any
other vessel navigating within a narrow channel or fairway.

26

(d) A vessel ? shall ? ?? must ?? not cross a narrow channel or fairway
if such crossing impedes the passage of a vessel which can safely
navigate only within that channel or fairway. The latter vessel ? may
? ?? must ?? use the signal prescribed in Rule 34(d) if in doubt as to
the intention of the crossing vessel.
INLAND
(e)(i) In a narrow channel or fairway when overtaking, the powerdriven vessel intending to overtake another power-driven vessel shall
indicate her intention by sounding the appropriate signal prescribed
in Rule 34(c) and take steps to permit safe passing. The power-driven
vessel being overtaken, if in agreement, shall sound the same signal
and may, if specifically agreed to, take steps to permit safe passing. If
in doubt she shall sound the signal prescribed in Rule 34(d).
(e)(ii) This rule does not relieve the overtaking vessel of her
obligation under Rule 13.
(f) A vessel nearing a bend or an area of a narrow channel or fairway
where other vessels may be obscured by an intervening obstruction
shall navigate with particular alertness and caution and shall sound
the appropriate signal prescribed in Rule 34(e).

6.1 Describe the navigation rule situations and the
operator's legal obligations regarding;
?Rules 2(a) and (b) - Responsibility;
?Rule 5 - Look-out;
?Rule 6(a) - Safe Speed;
?Rule 7(a) and (d) - Risk of Collision;
?Rule 8 - Action to Avoid Collision
?Rule 9 - Proper operation of a small vessel within a
channel
- OR 6.1 Describe the navigation rule situations and the
operator's legal obligations regarding;
?Rules 2(a) and (b) - Responsibility;
?Rule 5 - Look-out;
?Rule 6(a) - Safe Speed;
?Rule 7(a) and (d) - Risk of Collision;
?Rule 8 - Action to Avoid Collision
?Rule 9(a) - Operation on proper side of channel
?Rule 9(b) - Small boats shall not block a channel
?Rule 9(c) - Fishing boats shall not block a channel
?Rule 9(d) - No boat shall cross a channel if doing so
blocks another vessel
?Rule 9(g) - Avoid anchoring in a channel

(g) Any vessel shall, if the circumstances of the case admit, avoid
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Accept in Principle - Add Rule 9 to
6.1. PASSED

Double check the title of
Rule 9 for addition.
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6. Navigation References to the most recent version of the
NAVIGATION RULES AND REGULATIONS
HANDBOOK by the United States Coast Guard is
obsolete. See Navcen: USCG NAVIGATION RULES
AND REGULATIONS HANDBOOK ***
(Deprecated Version - No Longer Maintained) ***
For the most up to date version of the Navigation
Rules, please see the Amalgamated Version. An
easy to read copy is also in the Coast Pilot.

3.2, 5.2, and 6.1Aided by vessel manufacturers equipping vessels
with docking lights, recreational boaters have
propensity to use docking lights as though on a
freeway which reduces ability to maintain proper
look-out / loss of night vision and importantly
inability to see the offending vessels navigation
lights in meeting situation. After market
28
additions of mood lights with red, yellow, and
green lights conflict with required visibility of
navigation lights and confusion with law
enforcement and emergency vessels blue and red
lighting.
6.4.1 (New) Boaters need to know about charts.

29
7.4

30

The standard speaks of the proper use of
emergency and other channels and instructing
boaters on what is not appropriate for certain
channels might assist with channel discipline.
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...the most recent version of the AMALGAMATED
INTERNATIONAL & U.S. INLAND NAVIGATION RULES
by the United States Coast Guard available online and
in the current Coast Pilot.

Accept in Principle - Refer to the most
recent version of the Navigation Rules
as published/maintained by the US
Coast Guard's online Navigation
Center. PASSED

… as available on the
Navcen website (or most
recent version). The
handbook posted on the
Navcen website is the
most recent. Provide
additional details in
Technical Report. Is the
Amalgamated version the
same information as the
printed handbook? Most
recent version is found on
the USCG Navigation
Center.

3.2 new second, third and fourth buttons;
Reject - see comment 14. This is
- required use of navigation lights; and
more detail than needed. PASSED
- use mood lights only when moored: and
- use docking lights only when within 100 feet of dock;
and
5.2 new button eight:
- use minimal lighting to prevent loss of night vision;
6.1 new button 13;
- Rule 20 (b) Exhibiting only navigation lights and not
interfering with keeping a proper look-out.
Describe the electronic and non-electronic media that Accept in Principle - Add to end of
present nautical charts and how charts will be used
4.6 "...including use of charts or
for planning before getting underway and for
maps". PASSED
navigation while underway.
Add in what is inappropriate use of emergency
channels

Page 10 of 11

REJECT - proper usage is presented.
PASSED

Expand upon this in the
Technical Report. Not all
waterways have charts.
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9.3

31

What is meant by intake inspection?
Ensure the 3 steps (Clean, Drain, Dry) to stop AIS
are included in the standard.
Would also like to emphasize the importance of
checking state laws when transporting watercraft
to a different state or province.
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Describe actions that prevent the transport of aquatic Accept in Principle - delete 9.3 in
invasive species including the importance of cleaning core. Move details to Technical
the hull, anchor, trailer and other gear; draining the
Report under 9.1 and 9.2. PASSED
bilge, ballast tanks, motor, live well and internal
compartments; and drying watercraft and gear before
entering a different waterbody.

Page 11 of 11

Additional Detail will be in
Technical Report, not in
standard.
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Water-Jet Propelled Supplement Comments 2020_09_29
Comment
Type
editorial

Section statement
Number
5.6.4 jet propelled boat

1

change to water-jet propelled watercraft to Accept. PASSED
be consistent and don't forget the hypen

5.6.5

Passenger overloading for PWCs when It should be clear to students that all
Accept in Principle - Covered in
it comes to tow sports needs to be
people either on or being towed by a PWC 2.5.3 and explain in more detail
more clearly stated. For example, a 3 count for passenger capacity.
in Technical Report. PASSED
person capacity PWC with a driver,
spotter, towing three kids on a tube is
overloaded. Many boaters do not
realize this.

editorial

7.7.2

extra '-' at end of colons

editorial

4

Panel Disposition 11-23-2020

editorial

2

3

Proposal

FINAL

Delete '-' at end of sentence

Definition For both Boat and Vessel in the
Change from water craft to watercraft.
definitions section, water craft is two
words, but it should be listed as
watercraft. The Code of Federal
Regulations definitions for Vessel. 33
CFR § 174.3 - Definitions. Vessel means
every description of watercraft or
other artificial contrivance used, or
capable of being used, as a means of
transportation on water. State laws
and regulations are based on the CFR,
and so to be consistent watercraft
should be one word.

PlusWJP_PublicComments_2020_11_23final.xls

1

Accept. PASSED
Accept. PASSED

Add to style guide.

Explain in Technical
Report. This is
defined by state law
and detailed in the
manufacturer's
manual.
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Final

Plus Human-Propelled
Plus Human-Comments
Propelled 2020_09_29
Comments 20202_09_29
d
a
t

Comment Section Number Statement
Type

Proposal

Panel Dispostion 12/8/2020

1

editorial

4.11.2

human-propelled craft

change to human-propelled vessel to be Accept - Use humanconsistent
propelled vessel throughout
document. - Passed

2

editorial

5.6.1

unregistered craft

change to unregistered boat

Accept in principle - Use
unregistered vessels. Passed

3

editorial

5.6.2

The need to expand on novice paddler safety

Add in the benefits of paddling with a
partner or others and near shore when
you are a developing paddler.

Accept in principle - add as
4.11.5 to read "Describe the
benefits of paddling with a
partner or others and near
shore when possible."
Passed

4

editorial

5.6.5

human propelled craft

change to human-propelled vessel to be Accept - Passed
consistent, don't forget the hypen

5

editorial

5.6.5

accidents

Accept - Passed

6

editorial

7.7.2

craft

change to accidents/incidents to be
consistent with Core
change to boat

7

editorial

7.7.3

there is a hypen in outer space

delete the hypen and extra spaces

Accept - Passed

8

editorial

8.3.1

human-propelled craft

change to human-propelled vessel to be Accept - Passed
consistent

9

editorial

Definitions

For both Boat and Vessel in the definitions
Change from water craft to watercraft.
section, water craft is two words, but it should be
listed as watercraft. The Code of Federal
Regulations definitions for Vessel. 33 CFR § 174.3 Definitions. Vessel means every description of
watercraft or other artificial contrivance used, or
capable of being used, as a means of
transportation on water. State laws and
regulations are based on the CFR, and so to be
consistent watercraft should be one word.
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1

Accept in Principle - change
boat to vessel. Passed

Accept - This is consistent
with Core comment #1.
Passed

Notes

Moved by Hayes,
McCullough seconds:
Alter 5.6.2 bullet
point to
read:"evaluating
environmental
conditions including
currents, weather,
etc. and determining
which should be
avoided based on
skill level." Passed

Moved by McCullough,
second by Toth to add
additional element 5.6.6
"Describe the
importance of
evaluating trip and
environmental
conditions to include
individual skill levels and
preparation of each
member of the group."
Passed
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Plus Sailing Public Comments 2020_09_29
Comment
Type
technical

1

Section Statement
Number
1
I already commented on 100-20XX which comments
on Passenger and Vessel are incorporated by
reference as if fully set forth herein.

technical

3.4

editorial

4

2

3

editorial

I already commented on 100-20XX which comments
on the HANDBOOK are incorporated by reference as if
fully set forth herein. The reference as set forth in the
most recent version of the NAVIGATION RULES AND
REGULATIONS HANDBOOK by the United States Coast
Guard shouldn't be used because the HANDBOOK is
obsolete. See Navcen: USCG NAVIGATION RULES AND
REGULATIONS HANDBOOK *** (Deprecated Version No Longer Maintained) *** For the most up to date
version of the Navigation Rules, please see the
Amalgamated Version.

Proposal

Panel Disposition 12/8/2020

I already commented on 100-20XX which comments
on Passenger and Vessel are incorporated by
reference as if fully set forth herein. Exclude owners
and crew from passenger. Exclude seaplanes from
vessel.

REJECT - Keep consistent with Core
comment #9. Passed

as set forth in the most recent version of the
Accept in principle per Core
AMALGAMATED INTERNATIONAL & U.S. INLAND
comment #27. Passed
NAVIGATION RULES by the United States Coast Guard
available online and in the Coast Pilot.

4.11.4 Describe importance of recognition of
Suggest adding a bullet point:
overhead hazards. Although this is a very important Describe importance of recognizing hazards of rigging
consideration. It should be noted that raising and
and derigging a sailboat in a launching area.
lowering masts at a boat launch can be dangerous for
the boat owner and others in the area.

4.6.1 (New) Boaters need to know about charts.

4
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Notes

Reject - already addressed.
Instructors can address this based
on the type/size of craft as
appropriate. Passed, Toth
abstained.

Describe the electronic and non-electronic media that Reject - Addressed in Core #29.
present nautical charts and how charts will be used
Passed
for planning before getting underway and for
navigation while underway.

1

Add information in
Technical Report.
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technical6.1 through 6.5
There are NO references to COLGRGS rule 12 - and

there should be!

6.1 through 6.4 - see 'Basic Boating Knowledge - Core' Accept. (without "?") Passed
(latest version)

Per COLREGS Rule 12 Sailing Vessels;
6.5 Describe the typical navigation rule situations and
(a) When two sailing vessels are approaching one
the operator's legal obligations regarding;
another, so as to involve risk of collision, one of them ? Rule 12 A
shall keep out of the way of the other as follows:
i - Starboard tack vs Port tack
ii - Windward vessel vs Leeward vessel
(i) when each has the wind on a different side, the
iii - unclear situation
vessel which has the wind on the port side shall keep
out of the way of the other;
(ii) when both have the wind on the same side, the
vessel which is to windward shall keep out of the way
of the vessel which is to leeward;

5

(iii) if a vessel with the wind on the port side sees a
vessel to windward and cannot determine with
certainty whether the other vessel has the wind on
her port or starboard side, she shall keep out of the
way of the other.
(b) For the purposes of this Rule the windward side
shall be deemed to be the side opposite to that on
which the mainsail is carried or, in the case of a
square-rigged vessel, the side opposite to that on
which the largest fore-and-aft sail is carried.
editorial

6

Definitions For both Boat and Vessel in the definitions section,
Change from water craft to watercraft.
water craft is two words, but it should be listed as
watercraft. The Code of Federal Regulations
definitions for Vessel. 33 CFR § 174.3 - Definitions.
Vessel means every description of watercraft or other
artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used,
as a means of transportation on water. State laws
and regulations are based on the CFR, and so to be
consistent watercraft should be one word.
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Accept - Passed
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Plus Power Comments 2020_09_29
Comment
Type

editorial

1

Section Statement
Number
3.4.4. This standard appears to be the same as 5.6.1. If it is
different, clarifying language should be added to
differentiate between the two standards.

Proposal

Panel Disposition 12/8/2020

notes

Review both standards - if both are necessary, amend to
be more specific (no suggestions for what this might look
like as I am unsure of panel's intent with those 2
standards)

Accept in Principle - Add "use
and maintenance" under
3.4.4. Delete 5.6.1 which is
redundant. Passed

Section 5.0 jumps from 5.1 to 5.6.

Edit numbering

Reject. This references 5.1
through 5.5 as found in Core.
Passed

note in the
Technical Report
what to do if the
cut-off devise is
deployed when
underway.
Ensure the users of
the document
understand how it
is formatted.

editorial

5

editorial

5.6.1

engine cut-off switch

Change to engine/propulsion cut-off device, to be
consistent

Reject. 5.6.1. has been deleted
per comment #1. Passed

editorial

5.6.1

This standard appears to be the same as 3.4.4. If it is
different, clarifying language should be added to
differentiate between the two standards.

Review both standards - if both are necessary, amend to
be more specific (no suggestions for what this might look
like as I am unsure of panel's intent with those 2
standards)

technical

5.6.2

The act of arriving, docking and mooring, (a point of
destination) is defined in the new standard 5.6.2. The
act of departing is not mentioned. To generate
harmonization between the Education Standards and
the NOWS there should be an education standard
element that facilitates parallel knowledge to the
NOWS.

Suggest Change:
-Edit the language of the existing 5.6.2.
-Create new language for a departing element.
The suggested language for both is as follows
(new) 5.?.? Describe procedures for LEAVING A
DEPARTURE POINT (NOTE: Departure point may be a dock,
slip, mooring, ramp, shoreline, etc.) including:
- safety considerations for operation in confined areas; and
- effects of environmental conditions (wind, current, seas).
(Edited 5.6.2) Describe procedures for ARRIVING AT
DESTINATION, (NOTE: Destination point may be a dock,
slip, mooring, ramp, shoreline, etc.) including:
- safety considerations for operation in confined areas; and
- effects of environmental conditions (wind, current, seas).

Accept in Principle per
comment #1 - Add "use and
maintenance" under 3.4.4.
Delete 5.6.1 which is
redundant. Passed
Accept in Principle - Add
"Describe arrival and
departure procedures..." to
5.6.2. Passed

2

3

4

5
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technical

5.6.2

To generate harmonization between the Education
Standards and the NOWS skills standard, there should
be education standard elements for arrival and
departure that facilitate parallel knowledge to the
NOWS skill standard for arriving and departing.

See previous comment about section 5.6.2.

Accept in Principle - Add
"Describe arrival and
departure procedures..." to
5.6.2. Passed

editorial

7.7.1

7.7.1 Describe common components of powerboat
safety, including:
? precautions and procedures for towed water sports
and wake sports; and
This statement does not call out wakes specifically.
While I understand that wakes could be called out in
the Technical Document. the TD is not the standard.
Wakes are becoming a hot topic around the country
and should be addressed as part of the standard.

Suggestion:
Include a statement such as -

Accept in Principle - Add new
5.6.1 to "Describe
responsibilities, impacts and
hazards created by boat
wakes." Passed

engine cut-off switch

Change to engine/propulsion cut-off device, to be
consistent
Change from water craft to watercraft.

6

7

8

editorial
editorial

9

8.3.1

Definition For both Boat and Vessel in the definitions section,
s
water craft is two words, but it should be listed as
watercraft. The Code of Federal Regulations
definitions for Vessel. 33 CFR § 174.3 - Definitions.
Vessel means every description of watercraft or other
artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as
a means of transportation on water. State laws and
regulations are based on the CFR, and so to be
consistent watercraft should be one word.
Because all state regulations/laws mirror Federal Code
and Federal Regulation (and not published navigation
rules) - we should be using the terminology used in
those references.

Describe common components of powerboat safety,
including:
- creating wakes, operators legal responsibility, hazards
created by wakes to others on the water and along the
shoreline:

Accept - Passed
Accept - Passed

completed 12/8/2020
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2

Add into Technical
Report information
re: Rule 6 of Inland
Rules - wakes have
been interpreted
by courts to include
liability of
operators for wake.
Refer to waves
affecting others
and coastline.

